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H.L. Epstein Cocktail Center in Birdseye Maple with Rosewood

Reference: 
MPD-007133
Description
Highly collectible H.L. Epstein designed cocktail center in exceptional Quartersawn Birdseye Maple
with Palisander Rosewood.
 
This is an incredibly gorgeous very large and quite functional cocktail center by noted British
designer H.L. Epstein. The quality of the Quartersawn Birdseye that graces the cabinet exterior is
second to none. Contrasting and complementing the Birdseye Maple on the exterior is a beautiful
Palisander Rosewood. A concealed pullout provides a convenient space to mix your favorite libations.
 
The cocktail cabinet interiors, not shown, are still being completed with their magnificent mirrors and
plate glass shelves. The expansive top bar service area will feature its original peach colored plate
glass mirror on the back. A plate glass shelf of the same curved design as the cabinet itself is found
in the top bar service area as well. Two original lamps, vertically oriented, are found on the far left
and right sides to the top bar service area with an automatic on-off when the top right door is
opened or closed.
 
The expansive bottom section is lined in a beautiful Mahogany and features a plate glass shelf with
the same curved design as the top shelf. The cabinet bottom in the bottom section features a plate
glass mirror with the same curved design. Infinitely variable remote controlled LED lighting is found
in the bottom storage section.

 
This piece has been carefully hand stripped and refinished to an exceptional mirror-like high gloss
using Deco-Dence's trademark Italian polyester finish that is totally water and alcohol impervious
and extremely resilient to bumps, bruises and scratches. 
 
Our Italian finish is world-class ... found on the interiors of private jets, yachts, and motorcoaches
and on only the highest end pieces by luxury cabinet makers such as Dakota Jackson and Brueton. 
With just a little TLC your Deco-Dence piece will look absolutely fabulous for decades and decades to
come ... providing on ROI unmatched by any Gallery!

Price: 
$17,500.00
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DetailsPeriod: ART DECO
 Category: FURNITURE

Condition: Excellent, refinished to mirror like high polish

 - Height: 62 1/4

  - Width: 50 1/2
  - Depth: 17 3/8
 
  Dealer:         Deco-Dence Gallery & Studio  
  
Dallas Design District

2260 Monitor Street

Dallas, TX 75207-6204 USA

214-744-DECO (3326) - Gallery

214-789-DECO (3326) - cell

 

      
   
More InfoDesigner: H.L. Epstein
Country of Origin: United Kingdom
Material/tecniques: Bookmatched Quartersawn Birdseye Maple, peach mirrored back, bar mixer
pullout
 
  

Deco-Dence Gallery and Studio
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